
 

JAZZ  
7-10 OR 11-16 YR OLDS 

 

FUNDAMENTALS OF  

 TECHNIQUE  7-

16YR OLDS  

WEDDING DANCE PREP 

Choreography work for the couple’s  

This class introduces basic technique in  First Dance.  Can also work on: 
Showcases a dancer's individual style  

Modern (concepts of Ballet and Jazz are  
 Father/Daughter Dance and originality.  This type of dance is  

also covered). It also provides  high energy, fun, and consists of   Mother/Son Dance 
development in body awareness,  unique, exaggerated moves, fancy   Entire Wedding Party Dance 

alignment, and use of breath to body  footwork, huge leaps, and turns. 
movement. Improvisation will also be  $50.00/Per Hour/Couple.  $10 per  

Level I - Terminology and technique are 

introduced with  simple  
explored. additional performer/hour. 

choreography. Modern is related to ballet, but aims at  Can also have our dancers perform at  
different types of performance, instead  your event. 

Level II – Terminology and technique are 

mastered.  Slightly more  
of the classical ballet. Modern dancers  

********************  prefer a more relaxed and free style of  
complicated choreography is provided. dancing. While ballerinas try to be light  

Level III -- More complicated turn, leap, jump 

sequences are introduced  
 [CHILDREN’S] 

BIRTHDAY PARTY 

on their feet, modern dancers use body weight to 

increase movement 

and mastered.  Choreography is quicker 

and faster. THURS/715-830PM OR  

SAT/11AM-1215PM 75 
minute classes 

Let your Birthday Girl/Boy Enjoy a Special & 

Memorable Themed Party  with Us!  

SEE WEEKLY SCHEDULE FOR 

OFFERINGS 
Package include: 

- Themed Invitations  
- Decorated Studio Space(s) 

 ******************** 
- Present a Clip of the Movie or Story of your  

Chosen Theme Through Dance, Story Book-Telling, 

or Combination of All. 
- Teach the Birthday Girl/Boy and Guests a  ******************** 

Simple Choreographed Piece According to the Chosen 

Theme. 

 

 

 

PRIVATE WORK  
- Serve Refreshments Provided by You. 

 Enjoy Other Games & Dancing 
 (Time-permitting). 

$50.00/Per Hour (Any Age; by 

Appointment ONLY 

- Guests will Receive Goodie Bags Upon 

Departure. 
 Birthday Girl/Boy will Receive a Present  

from Us. 

ASK FOR DETAILS! 

 


